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Let a "who's who" of foot and ankle surgeons take your skills to the next level!Â Drs. Coughlin,

Saltzman, and Anderson bring you state-of-the-art, comprehensive coverage of the full range of foot

and ankle disorders.Â Expect the bestÂ from this revised Â "classic" workÂ refreshedÂ for a new

generation in one robust multimedia resource.Achieve the best possible outcomes with authoritative

answers on every major aspect of the treatment and management of foot and ankle disorders and

diseases! With content covering biomechanics, examination, diagnosis, non-operative and operative

treatment, and post-operative management, you have all the guidance you need to offer optimal

care to your patients.Refine your masteryÂ with state-of-the-art coverage of the very latest topics in

foot and ankle surgery, including ankle reconstruction and total ankle arthroplasty; external/internal

fixation; management of the complex foot deformities; nerve disorders; arthroscopic techniques; the

new standardized post-operative protocols for all surgical techniques; and more.Achieve the best

possible outcomesÂ with authoritative answers on every major aspect of the treatment and

management of foot and ankle disorders and diseases! With content covering biomechanics,

examination, diagnosis, non-operative and operative treatment, and post-operative management,

you have all the guidance you need to offer optimal care to your patients.Access the complete

contents onlineÂ atÂ Expert Consult, plusÂ more than 120 videosÂ demonstrating key surgical

techniques,Â regular online updates, and more.
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KINDLE ONLY. The text is fantastic. On Kindle for PC (Windows 8, running on my Windows 10

Surface Pro) you can not enlarge the images. . I was hoping to update my physical text, but it is

worthless unless they do something to allow the images to be enlarges. Returned my digital copy

:-(The images in this were readable, but really need to be able to enlarge. Upgraded from 1 star.

Great text book, but they need to work on the Kindle format. I understand on actual Kindles or iPads

you can tap on images to enlarge them. Changing the text size does nothing to the images, no way

to zoom.Update the software and I'll buy the text again....

Good book. Need more pictures. A little hard to read. Very long list of references that you have to

flip through before you can get to the next section.

Buy the book. I purchased this in e-format thinking it would be more convenient than lugging around

a huge text. The problem is that this is a reference book NOT a front to back read. There are no

page numbers and it is very difficult to read, jump to a later section for review/diagram, then try to

find where you were initially reading.Fortunately our orthopedic clinic has a good reference library I

can use otherwise I would have to buy the text again.The text itself is fantastic and is worth the price

and weight.

Excellent book! Improvement over the old version. A bible for foot and ankle surgeons! The

procedural descriptions are excellent !

Excellent book. Would be even better if a video access would have been supplied also with the

kindle version. :)

Excellent book,for general orthopedic surgeons as well as for foot and ankle specialists.Delivery

was on time and service was great.

Excellent

I received only VOL1.
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